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canenews 

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd  Newsletter Edition 2014/35 Distributed: Friday 26 September 2014 

If you are not with CANEGROWERS, you don’t know what your missing 

Inkerman Mill Centenary 
Celebrations 
Congratulations to all involved with the past and current operation of the Inkerman Mill.   A 

fantastic achievement for a 100 year old factory to be performing at over 94% reliability.  

The centenary ceremony was held today at Inkerman Mill which provided guests with the 

history of the Mill, followed by morning tea. 

Wayne Smith, Ken Mackney (Inkerman Mill Manger), Debra Burden, 

Rosemay Menkens MP, Kevin Mann and  Paul Giordani (Cane Supply 

Manager) at the Inkerman Mill Centenary Ceremony 
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The following is extracted from a book  
Pioneer Sugar Mills (Pty.) Limited 1884 … 1958 
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Interim transport permit changes won’t work in 
the sugarcane industry 
The cane industry is experiencing significant transport issues brought about by the introduction of new national transport 

regulations under a new National Heavy Vehicle Regulator (NHVR) and the National Heavy Vehicle Law (NHVL).  The issues 

relate to the needs of farmers and harvesting contractors to move oversize tractors, harvesters and over-size equipment on public 

roads.  

The introduction of the new National Heavy Vehicle Law does not change the requirements for the movement of over-size farm 

machinery, but it has changed the process of attaining permits for growers and harvesting operators in the sugar cane industry.  

The previous permit system was overseen by local police, who issued road access permits for agricultural vehicles and farm 

machinery over 3.5 metres wide. 

The new system, which centralises the permit issuing authority in Brisbane, does not suit the operations of the sugar cane 

industry, which has changing conditions on a day-to-day basis.  A new lead in time of three months to acquire a permit does not 

fit the requirements of farmers or transport operators in the sugarcane industry.  A farmer must have confidence that he will  be 

able to move their machinery at short notice as the weather and other factors determine where and how growers can operate 

their farms. These new requirements make it impossible to comply.  

Other States are understood to have negotiated exemptions for agriculture from the National Regulations before otherwise 

committing to them, whereas it appears Queensland is committed and is now in the positon of having to endeavour to negotiate 

acceptable changes. 

TMR and the Queensland Police claim they are bound by the National Heavy Vehicle Law and have endeavoured to seek advice 

from the National Heavy Vehicle Regulator about alternate methods of regulation, for the duration of the cane harvesting season.  

Although an interim over-size vehicle class group permit was issued recently for the sugarcane industry.  Click here to view the 

complete permit.  Issues still remain such road access and the onerous pilot and escort requirements.   

In an attempt to resolve the ongoing 

permit problems across the industry, 

CANEGROWERS Qld Chairman, Paul 

Schembri and staff members, Burn 

Ashburner and Jonathan Pavetto last 

week met with the Ministers for 

Transport, Police and Agriculture, as 

well as representatives from the 

Premier’s office and senior public 

servants. Cane region MPs, Steven 

Bennett and Ted Malone, were also 

present at the meeting.  

These points came out of this meeting: 

 TMR has issued a group permit for the movement of tractors and farm machinery, but issues around road access and pilot/

escort requirements have not been resolved. 

 Other issues around the length of the permits, pilot requirements for harvesters or low loaders and the movement of double-

row harvesters on public roads have not been resolved. 

 TMR and QPS claim they are bound by National Heavy Vehicle Law and have endeavoured to seek advice from the National 

Heavy Vehicle Regulator about alternate methods of regulation for the duration of the current season. 

 The Ministers restated their commitment to start and finish a review of the whole permit system before the start of next year’s 

harvest.  

CANEGROWERS is calling on the State Government to put in place temporary arrangements for the duration of the harvest until 

the longer-term issues can be resolved.  

In the meantime, growers and contractors should asked to check the validity of their permits. If there is any doubt they should call 

the Heavy Vehicle Operations Program on 1300 105 647.  We have been advised that a Herbert River cane farmer recently 

found to his detriment that there is no exemption for an agricultural combination on the Highway when he received a $700 

infringement notice from Transport compliance officers for exceeding the 3.5 metre width limit by 60 mm each side at the widest 

point. 

http://www.canegrowers.com.au/icms_docs/195558_Interim_permit_-_Agricultural_vehicles_and_combinations.pdf
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Do single desks benefit farmers? 
This is a very relevant question with the current debate raging over the decision of the three major 

international milling companies making the decision to exit QSL from the end of the 

2016 cane harvest.  This decision, that has been made by overseas 

companies,  will result in the destruction of the 100 year old Australian marketing 

model ...a model that has served both cane farmers and milling companies 

well.   Members of the CANEGROWERS in Herbert River, Burdekin, Proserpine 

and Plane Creek have voted unanimously to condemn Wilmar’s proposal and 

Wilmar’s decision to exit QSL. 

At a large public meeting in Ayr on Friday 13th June, Sarah Scales, Director of QSL 

and former General Manager of the Australian Wheat Board provided a very relative overview of the impact on 

the wheat industry of losing their single desk. 

Sarah spoke from her experience as the former General Manager of Australian Wheat Board International Limited. In this role 

Sarah had responsibility for the single desk structure, specifically in the area of managing pools and price risk, including foreign 

exchange and commodity derivatives.  Click here for Sarah’s presentation. 

Sarah spoke of the similarities between the wheat and sugar industries highlighting that both: 

 are net exporters with economies of scale and scope ...invaluable ...not about single desk it is about integration 

 operate in a high volume low margin market 

 single production risk 

 operative in volatile markets (more and more) 

 compete against distorted subsidised competitions (no cheque to Australian growers from Government) 

 have good access to Asia markets 

 have/had a single marketing desk that is/was focused on maximising returns to all  within the value chain equally 

Sarah commenced by providing a high level overview of AWB explaining that the AWB was a statutory marketing entity and was 

the only entity who could export wheat from Australia.  The industry represented 36,000 wheat farmers, with grain shipped from 

18 ports throughout Australia and exported to around 100 customers world-wide with a value of approximately $3-5b.  The AWB 

had an integrated marketing system and there had a classic link between R&D and the international markets. 

Sarah was in charge of marketing the Australian wheat crop via a single desk structure and explained there is a significant 

fundamental difference between “Trading” and “Marketing”.   

Just some of the benefits of the single marketing desk structure mentioned included: 

 in a twenty year period the Australian wheat crop more than doubled from 10m tonnes  to 22m tonnes and this occurred at a 

time when US wheat farmers were receiving government subsidies of up to 45% 

 increased share into Asia to 70% 

 growers experienced a reduction in volatility of earnings    

 minimised execution costs eg shipping costs and  

 implemented a benchmarking process to ensure AWB consistently improved their performance. 

Continues page 2 

 

Have your say on the Qld Country Life 

newspaper’s Poll on the question of  “Do 

single desks benefit Australian 

farmers?”  Simply vote :  Yes or No    Go to 

http://www.queenslandcountrylife.com.au/

polls/  

Roger Piva (CBL Director), Phil Marano (CBL Chair), Chris Leon (QSL Director), Debra Burden (CBL Regional Manager), Greg Beashel (QSL CEO), Sam Cox  

(Member for Townsville), Sarah  Scales (QSL Director), Guy Cowan (QSL Director), Margaret Menzel (ACFA), Arthur Woods (CBL Director), Sib Torrisi (CBL Director), 

David Lando (CBL Director), Steve Pilla (CBL Director), Russell Jordan (CBL Director), Owen Menkens (CBL Director) 

http://files.canegrowers.com.au/Burdekin/canenewslinks/Sarah's%20presentation_Burdekin%20CANEGROWERS%20meeting%2013%20June%202014%20(2).pdf
http://www.queenslandcountrylife.com.au/polls/
http://www.queenslandcountrylife.com.au/polls/
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Sarah’s view on why the wheat industry lost their single marketing desk was due to 

deregulation (game changer) and the “wheat for weapons” scandal was a 

trigger.  The commercial tensions from the big players pushing for access to the 

grain trading was not able to be fought off by farmers due to insufficient unity with 

competing representative groups were putting forward different messages to 

government.  

A united voice is critical.  

The AWB single marketing desk structure focus was on protecting the value chain 

right back to the grower, everyone who was part of the value chain was treated 

equally. Whereas the big players just wanted to maximise their share of profit for 

their shareholders. 

Since they lost their single marketing desk wheat farmers have suffered due to:  

 higher shipping, logistics and port costs.  Ports are now making a larger profit 

from grain and this cost has increased to 30% of total costs 

 increased execution risk, which ultimately flows through to growers 

 inconsistent quality delivered to market which has resulted in lower premiums 

achieved 

 research and development now has a disconnect between customers and 

growers 

 price gouging by asset owners .....who really just wanted the ports 

 reduced liquidity into the market 

 a plethora of pricing and funding products have been introduced but the 

question is are they  any good?  They are all run by companies who do not 

have as a key goal the maximisation of the net pool result.   If the market goes 

against them there is the potential of transfer pricing across their pools.  This 

can and does occur and it is difficult to track. 

Sarah advised the end result was wheat farmers now face a higher risk profile 

with higher execution costs and Australian wheat has lost its competitive 

advantage. 

In concluding Sarah stressed that QSL is working for growers and millers, QSL’s job 

is purely working for the industry to deliver on those pools.  QSL is a not for profit 

with 100% delivered to pool participants.  QSL has no conflict of interest and does 

not engage in transfer pricing.  

QSL offers an integrated system which is incredibly valuable.  This is a wonderful 

structure that is in place without participants having to outlay capital. 

To retain a strong QSL, grower unity is critical, if the current proposal goes ahead 

“you can’t unscramble the egg”. 

Conclusion QSL is working for you. 

Do single desks benefit 
farmers? continued 

Growers’ 
liability for 
chemical 
spraying 

By Chris Cooper,  

CJ Cooper & Associates 

Growers are again reminded of the 

potential liability that may arise out of the 

spraying of chemicals. 

Numerous Court proceedings have been 

instituted against cane growers and the 

spraying contractors for damages suffered 

to neighbouring properties allegedly 

caused by chemical spray drift.  As 

recently as September, 2014 a North 

Queensland cane grower has been sued 

for over $500,000 for damages to a nearby 

paw paw crop. 

Using experienced and well qualified 

spraying contractors is important but 

growers can still be caught up in litigation 

if the chemical drifts and neighbouring 

properties are adversely affected. 

Spraying chemicals is a potentially risky 

activity.  Growers should ensure that they 

delegate to the Contractor the full 

responsibility for the carrying out of the 

spraying activity.  Growers should also 

ensure that the relevant Government 

regulations, permits and codes of practice 

are complied with and all reasonable steps 

are taken to ensure that there are no off 

farm impacts. 

In addition it is commercially essential to 

hold appropriate public liability insurance 

cover that includes aerial chemical 

spraying activities to protect growers in the 

event that a grower becomes embroiled in 

a claim for damages.  The Canegrowers 

CANEPOL policy does cover aerial 

spraying but a number of other policies 

being offered by other insurers/brokers 

exclude aerial spraying liability. 

The simple message is that if aerial 

spraying is to be carried out on your farm 

check your liability policy and make sure 

aerial spraying is included. 

CANEGROWERS members, for free 

advice about this issue or other legal 

issues please contact Canegrowers’ 

legal advisor Chris Cooper direct on 

free call 1800 177 159 or through your 

local Canegrowers office. 
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QSL update 
By Carla Keith, Industry Relationship Manager 

Week ending 26 September 2014 

There is more to sugar marketing that just the ICE 11 

In previous weekly updates, QSL CEO Greg Beashel outlined the many considerations beyond the ICE 11 price which need to be 

considered when undertaking sugar marketing. This week we complete this series by taking a look at the importance of premiums 

and how QSL works to maximise the value of these for its members. 

Some may try to downplay the importance of premiums by dismissing them as insubstantial in relation to the returns derived from 

the ICE 11. But during times of low ICE 11 prices, such as those currently being experienced, extracting as much value as 

possible through premiums is essential.  This is because premiums represent a larger contribution to the overall pool results and 

can ultimately mean the difference between growers covering costs or making a profit. For example, in 2013 QSL’s premiums 

generated more than $90 million in revenue which flowed back to our members through the Shared Pool. 

Beyond the returns themselves, premium negotiations can also provide additional latitude for QSL to optimise shipping and sales, 

allowing us to maximise pricing opportunities against the ICE 11 over a longer period of time. 

So just what’s involved with premiums and how do we use them to extract additional value for our members?  

The physical premium element of an invoice is determined on a contract-by-contract basis by direct negotiation with the customer 

as well as current market forces. The premium reflects: 

 Freight costs; 

 The regional premium (also known as the Far East Premium); 

 Shipping flexibility; and 

 The quality attributes (other than polarisation) of any alternative raw sugar available within a shipping period. 

Freight costs and the regional premium 

Raw sugar refiners look to purchase on the basis of the most competitive cost + freight (CFR) or cost + insurance + freight (CIF) 

delivered price for sugar.  This value is largely determined by the location of the next-best alternative raw sugar for the customer 

and the cost of freight. QSL is able to achieve attractive freight rates by coordinating our freight and logistics activities. Our 

proximity to Asia makes us particularly well-placed to sell into this market. Asian sugar consumption often exceeds local supply, 

making it an attractive market to many producers, but those outside the region pay a higher freight cost to deliver their product to 

potential Asian customers. By understanding our competitors’ freight costs, QSL can leverage this difference between our 

competitors’ freight costs and our own to secure a physical premium above our cost of freight.   

As a result, suppliers of raw sugar from Thailand and Queensland should be able to earn at least their respective Brazilian freight 

differentials, as if a buyer does not buy Queensland or Thai raw sugar, they will need to buy Brazilian raw sugar which has much 

higher freight costs. 

Shipping flexibility 

The FOB premium reflects other factors in addition to the freight rate differentials, including vessel loading times. Traders may 

pay a premium to get a vessel loaded quickly or will require a discount if significant delays can be expected. QSL’s record of over 

96 percent of our shipments delivered in full and on time is unsurpassed in the global market and makes our value proposition 

hard to beat.  As a result, Brazilian raw sugar often trades at a discount to the ICE 11 price in order to be attractive to Asian 

customers. 

Differences in raw sugar quality 

Physical premiums are a reflection of varying quality grades of raw sugar traded around the world. The deliverable quality as per 

the Intercontinental Exchange is 96 degrees polarisation.  QSL typically sells 98.8 polarisation sugar which enables the extraction 

of a polarisation premium in acknowledgement of this superior quality. Other quality premiums traditionally secured by QSL 

acknowledge desired levels of filtrability, colour, starch and dextran. 

As outlined above, premiums reflect a multitude of factors, all of which much be negotiated on a sale-by-sale basis.  QSL remains 

focused on achieving the highest possible physical premiums for its members through a combination of long-term contracts as 

well as spot sales. Our strong relationships with high-quality customers, developed over decades of experience in the raw sugar 

global marketplace, are invaluable as we work to secure the best possible returns for our members. 
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Reef 2050 long term strategic plan 
Canegrowers Burdekin attended a consultation session that 

was held in Townsville Tuesday afternoon. 

The Reef 2050 LTSP includes other industries and 

infrastructure along the coast including sewerage treatment 

plants, coastal development, mining, ports etc. 

The Reef 2050 LTSP sits over the existing Reef Water Quality 

Plan (Reef Plan) which includes the Reef Rescue program (now 

called Reef Programme) and the Smartcane BMP. Attached to 

these programmes is funding to change particular practice/s 

with a strong focus on improving water quality.  

 

 

Reef Plan has the water quality targets that deal with erosion (20% reduction in Total 

suspended solids, 50% reduction in Dissolved Inorganic Nitrogen) and 60% reduction in 

PSII herbicide run-off (diuron, ametryn, hexazinone and atrazine). 

The cane industry has been a major contributor to the nitrogen target, with a 10% reduction 

reported in the 2013 Reef Report cards. 

Have your say on managing and protecting the Great Barrier Reef.  Comments are being 

sought on the Reef 2050 long-term sustainability plan.  Make an online submission here. 

To mark the release of Queensland Country Life’s Men’s 

Health Guide 2014, Queensland Country Life (QCL) are 

on the hunt for Queensland’s fittest man on the land. 

All you have to do is fill in this form with your details and 

how you stay fit then email your photo, showing how fit 

you are to qclcompetition@fairfaxmedia.com.au. 

All finalist will receive a QCL merchandise pack and an 

invitation to the official launch of the Men’s Health Guide 

at Warwick on October 31. 

The winner will receive a GoPro and $500 Red Balloon 

voucher. 

For more information click here. 

Grahame Byron Director Environment Task Force Department 
Premier & Cabinet, local professional fisherman, Debra Burden 

Click here 

http://www.environment.gov.au/marine/great-barrier-reef/long-term-sustainability-plan
https://docs.google.com/a/fairfaxmedia.com.au/forms/d/1zte_KGmhrnaOn8E_yeNZIbNF1rXbiSd9Hr5Df95Nl0s/viewform
mailto:qclcompetition@fairfaxmedia.com.au
http://www.queenslandcountrylife.com.au/news/agriculture/rural-lifestyle/sport/fittest-man-on-the-land/2710988.aspx
http://www.environment.gov.au/marine/gbr/reef2050
http://www.environment.gov.au/marine/gbr/reef2050
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MEDIA RELEASE 

 
QUT forges pathway to new  

Australian biorefinery industry 
Australia has a multi-billion dollar opportunity to establish a new 

manufacturing industry based on biorefineries to create high-

value products from agricultural wastes, according to a new study 

commissioned by QUT, officially launched by the Federal Minister 

for Industry, the Hon Ian Macfarlane MP today. 

QUT is a leader in research and development into advanced 

biorefineries and innovative technologies to convert waste 

biomass into greener replacements for chemicals, resins, plastics 

and fuels. 

QUT Vice-Chancellor Professor Peter Coaldrake AO said the 

study commissioned by QUT and undertaken by Deloitte Access 

Economics and Corelli Consulting provided the ideal launch-pad 

for this game-changing opportunity for Australian manufacturing, 

agriculture and regional economic development. 

Professor Coaldrake also released QUT's blueprint for the new 

industry designed to ensure Australia was at the forefront of the 

next generation of biorefinery manufacturing. 

QUT's Principal Research Fellow Associate Professor Ian O'Hara said biorefineries produce the base chemicals for products 

including drink bottles, home and personal care products, and fuels. 

"There are enormous opportunities for biorefineries in Australia, with the markets for bio-based products expected to grow 

strongly to US$160 billion globally by 2020," he said. 

The study, which estimates the economic impact from seven potential biorefinery projects in Queensland alone would be more 

than $1.8 billion annually and create more than 6,640 FTE jobs over the next two decades, highlights the potential for other 

regions of Australia, particularly Northern Australia. 

Professor O'Hara said Australia had many strengths on which to build a biorefinery industry including large quantities of 

agricultural biomass, established infrastructure, and a stable government. 

Professor Coaldrake said QUT was committed to taking the lead as the catalyst for the development of a new biorefinery industry 

in Australia. 

"QUT is well known as 'the university for the real world' and we have a strong affinity with such projects which play to our core 

strengths in applied research, while enabling us to leverage our close links with business and industry," Professor Coaldrake said. 

"We are proud to be building on our expertise in biorefinery research and development and look forward to playing a significant 

role in the industry's future in Australia." 

QUT's research leadership in the field has been supported by its investment in world-class research facilities such as the $10 

million Mackay Renewable Biocommodities Pilot Plant (MRBPP) which is based in the regional centre of Mackay in Queensland. 

Professor O'Hara said for Australia to take advantage of the opportunities presented by biorefining, governments, industry, 

investors and researchers all had a role to play and success would depend on collaboration. 

QUT's blueprint for the Australian biorefinery industry focuses on key areas including: creating business opportunities, developing 

and attracting the best technologies and people, developing biorefinery hubs, and supporting commercial developments. 

The full QUT study Economic Impact of a Future Tropical Biorefinery Industry in Queensland, the blueprint and a two 

minute infographic are available at the university's Centre for Tropical Crop and Biocommodities at: http://

www.ctcb.qut.edu.au/biorefinery 

Associate Professor Ian O'Hara says a QUT-commissioned study 

found there were enormous opportunities for biorefinery 

manufacturing in Australia 

http://www.ctcb.qut.edu.au/
http://www.ctcb.qut.edu.au/biorefinery
http://www.ctcb.qut.edu.au/biorefinery
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The Water Reform and Other Legislation Amendment Bill was 
introduced to the Queensland Parliament last Thursday.  The 
reforms are being introduced in parallel with a review of the 
Water Act 2000. 

Background 

1. The intent of the Government is to modernise the 
regulations that control how water is allocated and 
managed.  It plans to do this by streamlining regulations, 
reducing planning red tape, expanding water markets and 
opening unallocated water reserves. 

2. Key links 

 Draft legislation (429 pages) 

 https://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/Bills/54PDF/2014/

WaterReformOLAB14.pdf 

 Explanatory notes (38 pages) 

 https://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/Bills/54PDF/2014/

LandOtherLegAmB14E.pdf 

The Bill has been referred to the Agriculture, Resources and 
Environment Parliamentary Committee for review prior to being 
re-introduced for second reading and final decision.  The 
Committee is expected to call for submissions by mid-October. 

Issues 

The review raises a number of issues which we have worked 
through with QFF. QFF’s summary of the issues follows and an 
extract of the Draft Minutes from the QFF Water & Energy 
Policy Committee can be seen here: http://
files.canegrowers.com.au/queensland/IU/Extract from draft 
Minutes of QFF WEPC.pdf  

A diagram outlining the Government’s streamlined legislative 
framework for water planning can be seen here (NB: this 
document is marked confidential draft, please do not distribute it 
further): http://files.canegrowers.com.au/queensland/IU/Water 
planning diag.pdf 

1. Proposed definition of ‘responsible & productive 
management of water resources & quarry material for 
balanced outcomes’ – Peak groups have discussed the 
definition with the Department of Natural Resources and 
Mines (DNRM) and changes have been made to address 
concerns about short term and long term decision making 
and the definition of water use efficiency.  It is expected 
that the removal of the ‘principles for ecologically 
sustainable development’ could raise concerns from 
environmental groups.  

2. Water planning framework – The proposed changes 
should maintain an effective planning and management 
framework now that first generation plans are implemented 
in most of the major catchments across the state. The 
proposed changes also reduce the level of specification in 
the legislation to reduce regulation and allow stakeholders 

more involvement in the implementation of water 
plans.  This should introduce significant cost efficiencies in 
the implementation of plans and hopefully more effective 
plans. 

3. Implementation issues – some of the issues being raised 
include: 

a. Conversion of water licences to tradable allocations 
– Implementation of this initiative will raise concerns in 
a number of areas. For example while there may be 
some areas that may be suited to conversions there will 
be a view that the existing process of defining a water 
allocation security based on the performance of the 
entitlement (eg the probability of being able to take the 
allocation’s nominal volume in a year) offers 
significantly less risks and greater certainty and security 
of both the water allocation and the investment 
decision. Some options being considered for 
conversions could allow a slow increase in usage if 
appropriate monitoring and management controls were 
not put in place. 

b. Water Development Option – the proposed process 
needs to be fully transparent. It is understood that 
changes have been made to address this issue. 

c. Facilitating increased access to unallocated water – 
Proposed changes in the legislation are supported (ie 
unallocated water reserves continue to be dealt with 
through the statutory water resource plans and by 
regulation if there is no plan and streamlining process 
of making unallocated water available).  However, 
procedures to make water available for investment 
ready projects in different areas need investigation.  

d. Operations Manual – Implementation of the transition 
to having the Operations Manuals prepared and 
implemented by water providers needs to be developed 
in consultation with irrigation scheme advisory 
committees and local management entities.   

4. Compliance issues – QFF has also had questions raised 
from members about how compliance would be adequately 
administered given the changes being made to legislation, 
regulation and the role of the Department.  Compliance 
issues have been identified in the Emerald irrigation 
scheme which is the result of lapses in the implementation 
of rules to manage the take of water from season to 
season.  DNRM has been briefed on the issue and action 
has been taken by SunWater which is addressing the 
issue.  Downs irrigators are raising concerns about the 
prospect of unauthorised rink tank development in their 
area. QFF is to organise for a delegation to meet with the 
Minister in the near future. Members of the QFF Water 
Policy Committee have raised concerns that the significant 
effort made to implement better management of water 
resources over the past years could be undermined if the 
DNRM does not have the capability to implement and 
police the new approach to regulation.  The value of water 
entitlements could be quickly diminished if entitlement 
holders lose confidence in the implementation of the water 
planning and management process.    

Water Reform Bill and review of Water Act 2000  

https://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/Bills/54PDF/2014/WaterReformOLAB14.pdf
https://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/Bills/54PDF/2014/WaterReformOLAB14.pdf
https://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/Bills/54PDF/2014/LandOtherLegAmB14E.pdf
https://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/Bills/54PDF/2014/LandOtherLegAmB14E.pdf
http://files.canegrowers.com.au/queensland/IU/Extract%20from%20draft%20Minutes%20of%20QFF%20WEPC.pdf
http://files.canegrowers.com.au/queensland/IU/Extract%20from%20draft%20Minutes%20of%20QFF%20WEPC.pdf
http://files.canegrowers.com.au/queensland/IU/Extract%20from%20draft%20Minutes%20of%20QFF%20WEPC.pdf
http://files.canegrowers.com.au/queensland/IU/Water%20planning%20diag.pdf
http://files.canegrowers.com.au/queensland/IU/Water%20planning%20diag.pdf
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A message from the Ayr Police Service 

Assaults, Personal Safety & Personal Crises situation 

“It’s Okay to Walk Away” – that’s the message Ayr police want to send to reduce the number of assaults 

both when people go out but also in the home.     

Police are urging party goers to refrain from becoming involved in any anti-social behaviour.   

A split second decision could change your life forever and have an impact on many people, including your family and friends.   

Remember - One punch can kill is a shocking reality that simple acts of violence can have tragic consequences.  The 

consequences of assault don’t stop at injury or death. 

 A single punch is all it takes to seriously assault someone and in some circumstances may cause death. The consequences 

of such acts devastate the lives of so many people and leads to a lifetime of regret and unfulfilled dreams.  

 Assault can steal your future, and your actions could result in negative impacts on your family; your employment; overseas 

travel, the guilt of taking another person’s life and could possibly result in a criminal record. 

 Victims of assault don’t always walk away with just a bruise. Permanent disability, ongoing care by family and friends, 

employment and future prospects can be jeopardised from one senseless act. 

From a perspective of personal safety, be aware of your surroundings and alert to what is going on around you.  Go out with 

friends and stay with your group.  If you are going to be drinking, just make sure someone in the group is not going to drink and 

can look after his or her mates and steer them clear of trouble and walk away from violence.  Unfortunately too many “good 

nights out” end poorly due to being assaulted, loosing belongings, etc. 

Police would like to remind people that “It’s okay to walk away” and “One punch can kill”. 

Personal Crises Situations 

Don’t let crises situations build up or escalate (e.g. Domestic Violence or family or neighbourhood disputes, the pressures of life 

including financial matters) until someone is assaulted or hurt, property is damaged or destroyed or Police intervention is required.  

We encourage those who find themselves in any of these distressing or similar situations to seek help from the below agencies 

who can offer excellent, confidential and on-going assistance: 

There are a number of organisations that can provide assistance to various issues a person may have, e.g. 

 Parentline - 1300 30 1300 - is open between 8am and 10pm, 7 days a week. If you call outside of these hours, you will hear a 

recorded message; 

 Lifeline - 24hr help line -13 11 14 – provides Services and information for people experiencing a personal or community 

crisis; 

 Domestic Violence Help Line on 1800 811 811. 

 Dispute Resolution  - Thuringowa – 1800 908 605 

 North Qld Domestic Violence Support, TOWNSVILLE 4721 2888 

 Men’s Help Line - 1800 600 636 

If you have any information about these thefts or of suspicious activity in your area, I would urge you to contact your local police 

station or Crime Stoppers on 1800 333 000. 

Yours sincerely 

Steve BARTON 

Snr Sgt, 5950 

OIC Ayr 

4790 3555 
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the fight 
on all issues affecting cane farmers  

For the week ending 15 September 2014 

Marketing 
 Preparations for a joint CANEGROWERS/ACFA submission to the Senate review of marketing is progressing.  

Electricity 
 Allan Dingle, Dale Hollis and Warren Males attended an Agricultural Industries Electricity meeting in Sydney. The meeting 

reached unanimous agreement to call on the federal and state governments to take action to reform network charging 

regimes, noting that a significant reduction in prices required real reform of network charges. 

Water 
 CANEGROWERS is working closely with QFF on the water reforms being considered by the Queensland Government. The 

Bill has been referred to the Agriculture, Resources and Environment Parliamentary Committee for review. 

Trade & Market Access 
 Warren Males joined a NFF delegation meeting with federal Trade Minister Robb to discuss the China FTA and TPP 

negotiations. It is clear that Minister Robb is well aware of sugar trade issues and the importance of achieving strong trade 

outcomes for sugar in each of these trade agreements. 

 Although much work remains, the government is working to conclude both agreements this November.  

Smartcane BMP 
 CANEGROWERS met with Morgan Rural Tech consultancy to discuss progress of the Smartcane phone application. 

 CANEGROWERS hosted the Smartcane Project Coordinating Committee meeting involving QDAFF and DEHP. 

 CANEGROWERS met with officers from the Queensland Audit Office to discuss their initial scoping of a performance audit 

involving water quality in the Great Barrier Reef. Discussion focused on the Queensland Government funded Smartcane 

BMP program. 

 CANEGROWERS met with Commonwealth Government officers to discuss the Reef Trust program and CANEGROWERS’ 

draft proposal for incentive payments for growers that become accredited under the three key Smartcane modules 

Nitrogen Use Efficiency 
 CANEGROWERS attended a SRA led Nitrogen Use Efficiency (NUE) forum that is developing a comprehensive review of 

the science and literature for nitrogen in cane. This forum and review is part of the outcomes from the February Townsville 

NUE conference that CANEGROWERS initiated. 

 The SRA forum discussed knowledge gaps identified in the review, asked for recommendations for future research and 

possible industry action and looked at prioritisation of future research across different potential areas of investment. The 

report should be finalised in the coming months. 

Red Witchweed (RWW) 
 QCGO currently sit on a RWW industry-government steering committee. Matt Kealley has attended five phone hook-ups on 

Red Witchweed as well as the initial RWW workshop on 20 June 2014. 

 Surveillance by Biosecurity Queensland (BQ) on the five infected properties (IP) has found some further RWW plants in the 

same areas the initial RWW plants were found.  

 A cost-benefit analysis, budget and response plan is being reviewed based on feedback from the group.  BQ will provide the 

revised budget in the next few weeks. 

 Some trials have started on IP4 to determine strategies for eradication.   
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Blueprint for Agriculture Education  
 The Queensland Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry Industry Skills Advisory Group met last week to finalise its 

draft of the Blueprint for Agriculture in Queensland. Once approved by the Minister the draft will be circulated for wider 

discussion. The Blueprint sets a five year direction for how the Queensland Government and the Department of Agriculture 

Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF) advocates for and supports agriculture education in Queensland. 

Union of Employers Rules 
 Ron Mullins has in conjunction with an Industrial Relations consultant been finalising the updated rules for consideration by 

the QCGA Union of Employers. 

CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the fight 
on all issues affecting cane farmers  

 

Allan Dingle re-elected 
to Board of QFF 

Allan Dingle, Senior Vice Chair of the CANEGROWERS 

Queensland Board and Chair of Bundaberg CANEGROWERS, 

a Director of CANEGROWERS Queensland since 2007 has 

been re-elected to the Board of Queensland Farmers 

Federation (QFF) for a further two year term. 

QFF is a collective voice for agricultural industries in 

Queensland.  It represents the interests of sixteen of the peak 

rural industry organisations across Queensland. 

Major issues that QFF is working on and assisting member 
organisations such as CANEGROWERS are: 

 Farm Finance and Debt 

 Electricity and energy charges 

 SunWater local management 

 Queensland Agriculture and Training Partnership 

 State Election strategy 

 Transport issues 

CANEGROWERS Senior Vice chair, Bundaberg CANEGROWERS 
Chair  & QFF Board Member Allan Dingle 

Mark Stoneman to 
present at Landcare 
Meeting 
Mark Stoneman will present “Wongaloo:  Mixing Conservation, 

Rehabilitation and Habitat Management” at the Lower Burdekin 

Landcare Meeting on Tuesday 7th October, 5pm at the John 

Hy Peake Room, Burdekin Shire Council. 

Wongaloo is a property managed by the Wetlands and 

Grasslands Foundation under the direction of honorary CEO, 

Mark Stoneman. 
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QSL Annual Report 
2013/14 

Queensland Sugar Limited (QSL) is proud to deliver its 

2013/2014 Annual Report.  QSL sold 2.975 million tonnes of raw 

sugar in the 2013/2014 Financial Year, with 3.765 million tonnes 

of raw sugar handled through the bulk sugar terminals.   

 Key highlights from the reporting period include: 

 Safety 

 QSL maintained a strong focus on safety in the 

workplace, with a reduction in the Total Recordable 

Injury Frequency Rate (TRIFR) from 39.9 to 12.8 in the 

last 12 months 

 Pricing 

  QSL outperformed the market benchmark on a 

weighted average basis for QSL managed ICE 11 pools 

by $9.22 per tonne IPS 

  Value added through chartering and net premiums was 

$5.18 per tonne IPS 

 Logistics 

  QSL delivered 96.2 percent of shipments on time and 

in full for the 2013/2014 Financial Year 

 Financing 

 QSL’s weighted average cost of funds was 2.9 percent 

for the reporting period – the lowest in five years 

 Gained ongoing support from banking partners until 30 

June 2017, with continued access to a $500 million 

syndicated facility agreement to fund the Advances 

Program 

 Marketing 

 Signed a $500 million long-term contract with Korean 

refiners CJ Cheiljedang Corporation, Samyang 

Corporation and TS Corporation, and marked a 40-year 

partnership and more than 22 million tonnes in sugar 

sales. 

  Marked a 40-year partnership with Japan and more 

than 21 million tonnes of sugar sales. 

 The QSL 2013/2014 Annual Report is now available for 

download via the QSL website at http://www.qsl.com.au/sites/

default/files/QSL%20Annual%20Report%20AReport.pdf  . 

 Hardcopies are available from grower bargaining agent offices 

or by emailing meryl.inch@qsl.com.au  

http://www.qsl.com.au/sites/default/files/QSL%20Annual%20Report%20AReport.pdf
http://www.qsl.com.au/sites/default/files/QSL%20Annual%20Report%20AReport.pdf
mailto:meryl.inch@qsl.com.au
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Pricing information 
2014 Season Advances & Payments 

as at 6 August 2014 

* paid 

The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes no 

responsibility for its accuracy.  It only applies to growers who did not forward 

price for 2013 (the default method).  Growers who have forward priced for 

2013 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected proceeds.  For 

individual advance rates check your grower forecast on the Wilmar website.  

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices 

as at 26 September 2014 

 $/Tonne IPS 

GROSS 

QSL Harvest Pool $402 

QSL Discretionary Pool $419 

QSL Actively Managed Pool $425 

QSL Growth Pool $425 

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool $425 

QSL US Quota Pool $586 

QSL 2014 Season Forward Pool $418 

QSL 2-season Forward Pool 2015 $441 

QSL 3-season Forward Pool 2015 $448 

QSL 3-season Forward Pool 2016 $451 

Estimated QSL 2014 Pool Prices 

As at 12 September 2014 

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices 

published on the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is updated 

regularly and provides a sense of how the QSL-managed pools are performing 

over the current season.   

  
$/tonne IPS 

% estimated 

return 

Initial * $249   

21 August 14 $275   

23 October 14 $296   

18 December 14 $317   

22 January 15 $332 80.0% 

19 February 15 $342 82.5% 

19 March 15 $353 85.0% 

23 April 15 $363 87.5% 

21 May 15 $373 90.0% 

25 June 15 $394 95.0% 

Final Payment $415 100% 

  Gross $/Tonne IPS     

Net 

2014 Season $384 $364 

2015 Season $447 $427 

2016 Season $481 $461 

2017 Season $492 $472 

QSL Market Update 
By Matthew Page,  
Treasury Analyst 

as at 22 September 2014 

Sugar  

A thoroughly dismal fortnight in sugar, with the downward 

momentum gathering speed and the prompt month falling to 

levels not seen since July 2010. Apart from a brief reprieve on 

Wednesday last week, every settlement in the OCT14 contract 

has been in the red and has seen the position give up 150 

points over the period (15.00–13.50) and make multiple new 

lifetime lows. 

Spreads blew out as OCT14 initially headed south at a much 

faster rate than the other contracts, particularly during the 

official index roll period, the OCT/MAR going as low as -264 

points. This slowed once the roll period came to an end and 

now the spread has pared back a little as the rest of the board 

begins to come under the same pressure the prompt month has 

faced, making their own series of life-of-contract lows.  

UNICA figures released in the first week show the Brazil crush 

advancing well, with dry weather aiding harvest conditions. At 

the moment the market remains focused on the short-term 

implications of this; simply adding to the glut of sugar yet to find 

homes, while largely ignoring the longer-term picture around the 

total season forecast of 32 million tons of sugar. 

We are now just over a week away from the October expiry and 

as expected, so far, it has not been pretty. Aside from being 

heavily oversold, the technical picture is very poor and apart 

from market chatter of some Chinese off-take of some Thai 

raws on Wednesday, the short-term fundamentals also remain 

distinctly bearish. The next week could be long and volatile and 

many market participants will be happy to see the back of 

OCT14 when it rolls off the board. 

Currency 

On the flipside, the fortnight has been very positive for 

Australian exporters from a currency perspective, with the 

Aussie dollar finally bowing to strength in the US dollar and 

moving lower from the stubborn levels it has maintained for the 

past five months. 

US data continues to go from strength to strength, providing the 

USD index impetus to move above 84.00 cents and the 

Greenback to strengthen against most major currencies. 

Commentary following last Thursday’s FOMC meeting remains 

unchanged but the market has turned its focus to the rate 

forecast ‘dot plot’, further fuelling bullish momentum. 

Despite initial resistance earlier this month, the Aussie has 

finally fallen in line amid a backdrop of crumbling iron ore prices, 

now at five-year lows. The exchange rate has fallen by over 4.5 

cents since the 0.9402 high a fortnight ago and the momentum 

has all been downhill but for a brief pause following a quite 

unbelievable local employment release last Tuesday. 

We anticipate that the A$ will likely consolidate around this level 

now following its significant correction and any further moves 

lower will likely wait until clearer direction over the timing of Fed 

rate rises materialises. 
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Modern Award Update 
The Fair Work Commission this week held a conference to discuss the transitional provisions 

(redundancy pay, accident pay and district allowances) due to expire on 31 December, 2014. While 

the Unions are not opposing employer proposals that transitional redundancy pay clauses should be 

removed from awards once they expire. They are, however, seeking to make accident pay and 

district allowance terms permanent features of modern awards.  

The NFF opposes these claims because of the ongoing costs for the farm sector as well as the 

amount of time involved trying to work out what a person’s entitlements are under the current 

provisions. A hearing is likely to be scheduled in late October / early November on this issue.  

Other issues now coming into focus are modern award terms that are inconsistent with the National 

Employment Standards, as well as casual and part-time employment arrangements. The NFF will be 

actively involved in these proceedings, seeking to keep a lid on labour costs and making work easier 

to manage. Members who would like to discuss the issue can contact Sarah McKinnon. 

Piecework agreements under the Horticulture 
Award 2010 
Growers who pay by results under the Horticulture Award 2010 must have a piecework agreement in 

writing with each employee. Piecework agreements allow employees to be paid at the rate that an 

‘average competent worker’ would receive.  

This phrase is not always well understood and the Fair Work Ombudsman plans to develop guidance 

material for growers and their employees on the issue. To ensure that the views of growers are 

reflected in any guidance material, the NFF will be working with the Fair Work Ombudsman on the 

project. Members who wish to have input into the process should contact Sarah McKinnon. 

Coastal shipping reform 
Deputy Prime Minister Truss confirmed this week that the Government is likely to propose changes 

to current coastal shipping regulation to improve competition around the Australian coast. The 

current rules make shipping too expensive. As a result, freight that should go by sea is pushed on to 

the already overloaded road and rail network. This puts pressure on Australia’s freight network and 

drives up costs for farmers.  

The NFF made a submission to Government calling for new laws to promote efficient and effective 

maritime services for Australia. A copy of our media release and submission is available here. 

Commencement of EPBC cost recovery 
arrangements  
From 1 October 2014 the Australian Government is commencing its cost recovery arrangements for 

environmental assessments and some strategic assessments under the Environmental Protection 

Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) Act. This process is part of the government’s wider cost recovery 

guidelines, which involves the charging of fees to those individuals or groups who create the need for 

regulation, rather than the cost being borne by taxpayers.  

This process will result in those individuals or groups proposing to take an action that will have, or is 

likely to have, a significant impact on a matter of national environmental significance having to pay 

for the services required to assess their application. 

It is important to note, however, that farm businesses and individual farmers with an annual turnover 

of less than $2 million qualify for an exemption of the required payments.  

 

More information can be found at the Department of Environment’s website here, as well as the FAQ 

factsheet here.  

QFF & 
NFF 

Updates 

CANEGROWERS 

is an active 

member of 

National Farmers’ 

Federation (NFF) 

and Queensland 

Farmers 

Federation 

(QFF) , a 

partnership 

through which we 

have been able to 

concentrate and 

leverage 

influence in areas 

of importance to 

the cane 

industry.  As part 

of a range of 

services, NFF & 

QFF provides a 

range of 

information, 

including weekly 

cross-commodity 

updates.   

mailto:smckinnon@nff.org.au
mailto:smckinnon@nff.org.au
http://www.nff.org.au/read/4650/nff-on-board-with-coastal-shipping.html
http://www.environment.gov.au/epbc/cost-recovery
http://www.environment.gov.au/system/files/pages/07339a5b-6ca9-4923-899d-d9fb4a772a59/files/cost-recovery-faqs-sept2014.pdf
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Waterfind 

Burdekin 

Haughton WSS 

Water Market 

Summary  

Allocations 

Dam Storage 

The above information is provided by 

Waterfind.  The information provided is 

of a general nature only and must not 

be relied upon in substitution for 

professional advice. Waterfind accepts 

no responsibility for the accuracy, 

completeness or timeliness of any 

information provided. For more 

information click here. 

NFF Member meeting with Trade Minister 
Andrew Robb 
NFF General Manager Tony Mahar and key commodity representatives met with 

Minister for Trade Andrew Robb in Melbourne this week. The meeting was an excellent 

opportunity for the NFF and its members to speak directly with the Minister, highlighting 

the sector’s priorities for a China FTA and Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) agreement.  

The discussion focused on the need for improved market access arrangements, 

especially those that delivered commercial benefits. In addition, the progression of 

measures that could assist with certainty beyond the border, and lastly, the need to 

maintain a strong and science-based biosecurity system in Australia. 

The Minister agreed to continue communicating with the NFF and commodity groups 

as the conclusion of a China trade agreement draws nearer. For more information, 

please contact Tony Mahar.  

Cooperative Research Centres (CRC) Program 
Review 
This week the Australian Government released the Terms of Reference for the 

Cooperative Research Centres (CRC) Program Review. The Review was announced 

on Budget night in May, in line with regular reviews of the CRC Program. The Review 

is expected to be completed by early 2015.  

Further consultation details, including a discussion paper are yet to be released. 

However, given the number of successful agricultural CRCs in recent years, the NFF 

intends to make a contribution to the review process. If members have any strong 

views on the success or limitations of the CRC model, or would like to outline any 

potential improvements, please contact NFF Rural Affairs Manager Dave McKeon. 

More information about the review is available here.  

CANE 
CLIPS 

Spectracane has become an important tool for the SRA plant breeding program. In 

these CaneClips, Roderick Fletcher examines how it works and speaks with Nils 

Berding about its history and conception.  

Spectracane Part 1 -  

What it is and what it does  

Spectracane Part 2 -  

History and Conception  

http://bit.ly/Waterfind
http://bit.ly/Waterfind
http://bit.ly/Waterfind
mailto:tmahar@nff.org.au
mailto:dmckeon@nff.org.au
http://www.business.gov.au/grants-and-assistance/Collaboration/CRC/CRC-Programme-Review/Pages/default.aspx
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=f7ddbfcbf41ea1b1aef5e7df34be4426fcce273e8020c6dfbaa9ea2c8dbe57e8
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=f7ddbfcbf41ea1b114f11b86d3301d7932df07d0bd06bf05ca58abe7e4254c8d
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DATES TO 

REMEMBER 

Nth Qld Cane Cutting 

Championships, Sunday 

5 October, 10am @ 

Castor Park Mourilyan 

Women In Sugar 

Burdekin International 

Rural Women’s Day 

Morning Tea, 

Wednesday 15 October, 

10am @ Chill Parlour 

CORES Suicide 

Intervention Course, 

Saturday 18  October, 

9am-5pm, PCYC 

RIRDC Rural Women’s 

Award nominations close 

Friday 31 October, click 

here for more info 

CANEGROWERS 

Burdekin AGM, 

Thursday 13 November, 

5.30pm @ 

CANEGROWERS Hall  

SRA Industry Training & 

Update, Monday 24 – 

Tuesday 25 November 

@ Rydges, 23 Palmer 

Street, Townsville 

@BurdekinCANE 

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd 

www.canegrowersburdekin.com.au 

 

Farm Work Wanted 

 Previous experieince 

 Ph: 0417 682 797 

Haulout / Truck Driving Work Wanted 

 Experienced 

 MC Licence 

 Ph:  0481 317 984 

 
 
 
 
 

CANEGROWERS  
Burdekin  

 
Members Only  

Annual General Meeting 
 

21 November 
7.00pm 

CANEGROWERS Hall,  
Home Hill 

 

Guest Speakers: 
 

Brendan Stewart 
CANEGROWERS CEO 

 

Paul Schembri 
CANEGROWERS Chairman 

http://www.rirdc.gov.au/rural-women's-award
https://twitter.com/burdekincane
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Canegrowers-Burdekin-Limited/365513130247968?ref=hl
http://www.canegrowersburdekin.com.au


Contact Us 

HEAD OFFICE 

141 Young Street, Ayr 

Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm   

bdk@canegrowers.com.au 

Fri:  9am - 3pm                                                                                                    

4790 3600  

PROJECT 

& TRAINING 

CENTRE  

CANEGROWERS Hall,  

68 Tenth Street, Home Hill 

Office Open By Appointment  

4782 1922 

Debra Burden Regional Manager 0417 709 435 

4790 3603 

Wayne Smith Manager: Member Services 0428 834 802 

4790 3604 

Gary Halliday 

JP (Qual) 

SmartCane BMP Facilitator 0438 747 596 

Michelle Andrews 

JP (Qual) 

Manager: Finance & Admin 4790 3602 

Tiffany Giardina Payroll & Administration 4790 3601 

Martine Bengoa Regional Insurance Manager 4790 3605 

Email address:  firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au 

DIRECTORS  

Phil Marano 

Chair 

marano@bigpond.com 0404 004 371 

David Lando 

Deputy Chair 

david@landoandsons.com.au 0417 770 345 

Russell Jordan jorfar@exemail.com.au 0427 768 479 

Owen Menkens owen_menkens@hotmail.com 0409 480 179 

Steven Pilla mpbella@bigpond.com.au 0417 071 861 

Roger Piva rogerdpiva@gmail.com 0429 483 815 

Sib Torrisi sibbyt58@bigpond.com 0429 827 196 

Arthur Woods artywoods1@bigpond.com 0415 961 945 

canenews  is read by the majority of Burdekin cane 

farmers and their families in the Burdekin.  Copies 

are also circulated to all CANEGROWERS Offices, 

businesses, industry, politicians, Government 

Agencies and members of the community. 

 

Published Weekly by: 

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited 

 

ABN:    43 114 632 325 

Postal Address:   PO Box 933,  AYR  QLD  4807 

Telephone:   (07) 4790 3600 

Facsimile:   (07) 4783 4914 

Email:    bdk@canegrowers.com.au 

 

Please direct all advertising enquiries and materials 

to the above. 

Disclaimer 

In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our” 

means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our 

directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter 

has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do 

our very best to present information that is correct and 

accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or 

representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or 

accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter, 

for any purposes. 

Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be 

excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss, 

damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of 

the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information 

appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole 

responsibility and risk associated with the use and results 

of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you 

agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage 

whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of, 

or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We 

recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any 

information provided in this newsletter. 

CHAIRS FOR HIRE 

CANEGROWERS Project and Training 

Centre 

$10 plus $0.50 per Chair  

Plus GST 

75 Available  

To book please phone  

4782 1922 

FREE 

The Legal Guide for 
Primary Producers is 

available from the 
Ayr office.  

 Drop in today to 
pick up a copy. 


